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TRANSLATION.

MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE.

Issued by the DOJ's Branch (RC) 2 POLISH CORPS, at the Marriage and Birth Certificate Office.

The entries made in the Book of Marriages within 2 POLISH CORPS, volume I, Page 156 are an official confirmation that on 10th June 1945, in words, on the Tenth of June, nineteen hundred and forty five, in the Parish Church of S.PETRONIUS at BOLOGNA in ITALY marriage between the undermentioned was consecrated according to the rites of the Roman Catholic Church:

Husband - DRZEWIENIECKI, Wlodzimierz Marian, profession and occupation - Captain at HQ 2 POLISH CORPS, Religion - Roman Catholic, bachelor, born on 14th December 1914 at PICTOWK TRYBUNALSKI, in the County of PICTOW TRYBUNALSKI, in the District of LODZ in POLAND, Son of Edward and Zuzanna, maiden name BARANOWSKA, and

Wife - WISNIEWSKA-KRZYZANOWSKA, Zofia Anna, Religion - Roman Catholic, Spinster, born on 1st March 1910 in WARSAW, County of Warsaw, in the District of WARSAW, POLAND, daughter of Piotr Stanislaw and Maria, maiden name Poplowska.

Witnesses of the Marriage Ceremony - STANKIEWICZ Zofia and Captain WOZNIAK Ireneusz.


11th June 1945.

Head of the Birth and Marriage Certificate Office.

(Signed) Father J.BEDNARCZYK.

Certified true translation of original Polish text

(Lieut. T.A. DEMBY)

28 British Liaison Unit,
HQ 2 POLISH CORPS, GIF.